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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Good afternoon and thank you for attending this presentation of a paper prepared with FG and JvdB about the geography of sustainability. The objective is to provide a framework for thinking the interactions between agglomeration, trade and environmental externalities. 



Motivation of the research

Lack of knowledge
Sustainable development -> spatial
dimension ?
Regional analyses -> Environmental 
consequences of location choices by 
agents and activities ?
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Let’s go into the core of the researchIn the large literature on sustainable development, the spatial dimension of the economy has not received much attention.Conversely, regional analyses do not pay much attention to the environmental consequences related to the location of eco activitiesa firm basis for thinking the concept of spatial sustainability is lacking. 



Objectives

1. To contribute to the New Economic Geography 
(NEG) literature: Coupling Pollution and Spatial 
dynamics

2. To provide the so-far abstract concept of 
‘Spatial Sustainability’ with analytical 
formalization

3. To pave the way for numerical testing of the 
sustainability indicator
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Therefore our core objective is to fill the gap by combining the environmental dimension with the spatial one in the welfare analysis . This will be done by….In addition,… Third, …



Focus of the research

Research questions:
1. To what extent the economy’s spatial

structure matters to the sustainability
debate?

2. How the drivers of spatial sustainability can
be embedded in a general equilibrium
framework to analyze their welfare-offsetting
effects?
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….Which in turn imposes a methodological challenge, which can be formalized as follows



The Method

Extending the 2-region CP model (Krugman,1991):

Different spatial configurations

Spatial Sustainability Drivers:
→ agglomeration spillovers

→ environmental externalities 

→ trade advantages 

Dynamics of migration and pollution 
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The method adopted relies on the CP model developed by Krugman, which is at the basis of the NEG. We extend this 2-region model by considering different spatial configurations, which will allow us to describe different spatial organizations at the regional level. The second extension concerns the accounting for the three drivers of spatial sustainability (namely…) in order to account for their GE interactions. Finally, we describe the dynamic mechanisms of population migration and pollution



The Method (1):
The Spatial Economy

The economy:
Two regions, Two final good sectors (Food, Manufacturing ),Two 
types of workers (Skilled and Unskilled) + One intermediate good 
(Energy)

Spatial dimension
3 land-use types 

→Agriculture, Urban activities, Non-Productive land

2 types of spatial organization

→ Urbanized: high density settlements

→ Undeveloped: low density settlements

3 alternative spatial configurations
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The economy consists in 2*2*2 as it is traditional in the Krugman-like framework. A major innovation is to represent explicitly energy as an input for manufacturing production and a source of pollution.Going into the details of the spatial configurations…The shape of a region is defined according to the size and distribution of three land-use typologies. We consider two alternative structural types according to the density of settlements at the regional level



Spatial configurations



The Method (2):
The spatial sustainability drivers

Trade : trade barrier in the “iceberg” form (          : free trade;           : autarky)

Agglomeration spillovers

“market density” effect βj : degree of infrastructure development, 
spatial organization
“market size effect” ψ nj ) : intra-industry transaction costs, 
technological spillovers and knowledge sharing 

Pollution (from production and trade): 
Flow effect  :  affects negatively local utility
Stock effect : accumulates over time to build a LT global pollution 
stock
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 Trade is described in the traditional « iceberg form »: a share of manufacturing goods melts down during the trade process btw the two regions Agglomeration spillovers are described as affecting the unitary energy requirements for production : the « market density » effect measures the effect of the structural type of the region. Parameter betaj takes a lower value in a urbanized region to represent the advantage of denser spatial organization and more developed infrastructure.  the « market size » effect measures the advantages of increasing number of firms as reducing intra-industry transaction costs and favoring technological spillovers and knowledge sharing Pollution arises from trade and energy consumption in manufacturing production, which affects the economy through… A critical innovation when it comes to consider sustainability issues is that we consider the stock effect of pollution



The Method (3):
The dynamic mechanisms

1. Migration of skilled workers (h=H1/H)
Driven by indirect utility gap Ω=V1-V2

(including agglomeration spillovers and pollution)

2.  Pollution stock accumulation
Driven by emission flows 
Assimilation capacity A
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Spatial dynamics results from migration decisions of skilled workers, motivated by the differences in utility across regions. The pollution stock then depends on the interplay btw emission flows and assimilation capacity A.



1.No incentive for migration:

2.Non-increasing pollution stock:

Formalizing 
spatial sustainability

0=
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A sustainable LR equilibrium is then defined by the twofold condition… 



Results:
a 3-step analysis

1.Long-run spatial equilibrium
How the spatial economy develops in the LR 
for the different spatial configurations?



Results (1)
Long-run spatial equilibrium

Symmetric configurations

A stable partial equilibrium exists
for any trade barrier

stable

unstable

Non-symmetric configuration

For high trade barrier, two stable 
partial equilibria exist.
For low trade barrier,  stable partial 
agglomeration in urbanized region.



Results: a 3-step analysis

1.Long-run spatial equilibrium

2.Policy analysis of spatial sustainability
Under what conditions the LR equilibrium 
reached by the spatial economy is 
sustainable?



Two types of policy measures
(Physical) Trade regulation
→ Trade barrier :                  (          : free trade ;           : autarky)

Spatial planning
→ Spatial concentration ( 3 spatial configurations)

Condition on sustainability :
Assimilation capacity of the environment (A)

What is the  combination of policy measures that 
lowers long-run emissions wrt given assimilation 
capacity A ? 

Policy analysis: 
Trade, Space and Sustainability
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Results (2) 
Trade and sustainability

Trade barrier and assimilation capacity A
Trade barrier and spatial configuration



Results: a 3-step analysis

1.Long-run spatial equilibrium

2.Policy analysis of spatial sustainability

3.Welfare analysis
How sustainable LR equilibrium are rewarded 
in terms of welfare?



Results (3)
Welfare analysis

What is the socially optimum configuration
according to the assimilation capacity?
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On a wide range of assimilation values, several configurations are sustainable Welfare is then used to provide a ranking of the desirability of the associated long-run sustainable equilibrium.



Results (3)
Welfare analysis

For high assimilation capacity, configuration B is the most
desirable

intense agglomeration spillovers

For intermediate assimilation capacity, configuration A is the
most desirable

lower trade barrier imposed by sustainability.

For low assimilation capacity, configuration C is the most
desirable

high trade barrier: pollution essentially from production
balanced configuration btw. agglomeration spillovers and emissions



Importance of coupling spatial and environmental 
dimensions in a welfare analysis to formalize spatial 
sustainability

More thorough comprehension of the sustainability 
mechanisms : interaction between three drivers (trade, 
environment and space)

Respective role of policy instruments on trade vs. local 
spatial organization

Conclusions
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To conclude, let me summarize the results. It has been shown theAs it allows for



For high assimilation capacity, the  more urbanized 
spatial organization (config. B) is the most desirable

For low assimilation capacity, a more balanced 
configuration (config. C) is more rewarded in terms of 
welfare

Conclusions
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In particular, by performing a welfare analysis of sustainable long run equilibria the study has shown that configurations reporting... 



Questions or Comments?

Contact :

Fabio GRAZI - grazi@centre-cired.fr

Henri WAISMAN - waisman@centre-cired.fr

Web: www.centre-cired.fr
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http://www.centre-cired.fr/
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